VirtuLessons- Online Music Lessons
VirtuLessons is launching a campaign to make it easy to study music in the comfort
and convenience of your own home by taking interactive music lessons online. High
tech learning tools will be utilized in the e-classroom, and students will earn points
and badges in a gamified fashion. Pledge here and receive lessons or videos as
rewards http://kck.st/1k6Z4Dz
May 16, 2014 (FPRC) -- We live in a time with technology at the forefront of our civilization. Modern
technology allows us to express ourselves through new mediums, allows us access to information,
allows us to connect with others, and so much more. The possibilities are limitless. However, when
we use technology as a substitute for real life experiences, we sometimes lose the character built
through this contact and subsequent participation. VirtuLessons takes these factors into
consideration and thus strives for a way for the student to learn how to play an instrument while
feeling as though the teacher is there with them!
VirtuLessons makes it easy to study music in the comfort and convenience of your own home by
taking interactive music lessons online. The state of the art eClassrooms at VirtuLessons utilize:
- A web chat built into the eClassroom
- An interactive whiteboard where teachers and students can share music documents and write on
them as needed
- The frame of each instrument that allows the teacher to highlight necessary keys/buttons
- A metronome
- A notebook for the teachers to take notes on each student. This will allow teachers to keep an
updated framework of the curriculum, which is of the utmost importance in moving forward from
week to week. This is helpful to students who engage in lessons with more than one teacher
- User accounts set up in a gaming fashion that allows students to earn badges and level up with
experience
Everyone deserves the chance to learn an instrument, young or old, but schools have been cutting
funding from this crucial subject, and it’s hard to find time to compensate. Who wants to drive to a
lesson studio, or set up their home for a stranger to come? What about the families that serve our
country or move frequently? Our eClassroom provides high quality online instruction. You will feel as
though your teacher is there with you… but safer and at your own convenience!
Our project can be found at: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1826558297/virtulessons
Pledge to receive free lessons and videos!
You’re going to want to be a part of this
http://youtu.be/jKBWaDV7zzs
Contact Information
For more information contact Jessica Wiese of VirtuLessons (http://kck.st/1k6Z4Dz)
484-985-5061
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